Easy Link Receivers and Vacuum Manifolds

**Easylink Receivers**

Easylink gives you the ability to run one Ethernet (24 volt) cable from receiver to receiver. If its a co-ex line you still only run one Ethernet cable from each receiver to blender to blender. The 24 volt power would come from your Process Control blender. This dramatically cuts down on installation time and costs. It is a very easy and clean way to install your blending equipment.

**VacuBloc**

With our VacuBloc manifold you only have to run one vacuum line to the manifold. The manifold holds all of the sequence valves which operates from the single vacuum line. The compressed air needed to operate the sequence valves also comes from our VacuBloc so you only need one compressed air line ran to the manifold. This gives the ability to remote or blender mount for ease of maintenance. It cuts down installation time and costs and is a clean installation.